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CASCAIXEINVESTIGATION OF BUCKETS FOR A

. MOTIERNAIRCRAFT TURBOSUPERCHARGER

By Arthur Kantrowitz and John R. IZrwln,. .,. .

SUMMARY .
..:.

“ A casoade lnvestigation in two-dinmnsional flow was
oarried out in the Langley 5-inch cascade tunnel snd the
Langley I-inoh turblne-element testing apparatus to
obtain a satisfactory buoket design for use in a modern
airoraft turbosuperoharger. This Investigation included
tests of the original bucket sections of conventional
design and tests of bucket seotions designed by the NACA.

Veloclty-dlstrtbutlon and turning-angle data were
obtained in the Langley ~-inch cascade tunnel for the
operating range of velocity ratio and are presented In
graphical fozm for all of the seotions tested with the

. exception of the original buoket tip section, over khich
the flow separated to such an extent that turning-angle
data could not be obtained. Schlieren photographs of
high-speed air flow about all the buckets tested are
presented with measurenmnts of the maximum Mach number
attainable ahead of the oasoade.

The NACA turbine bucket seotions showed promise of
signlfioant Improvements. Rotating-machlne”testsare
needed to make the improvements measurable directly in
terms of lowered baok pressure on the engine or

I Inoreased turbosupercharger performance.
i

INTRODUCTION

One phase of researoh unde~taken by the NACA In an
attempt to Improve supercharger perfommnoe has been the
oasoade Investigation of the original turbine buokets of
a modem aircraft turboeupercharger, the developnmnt of
buokets by the NACA, and the oascade investigation of
the NACA buokets.
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The I.nvestlgationcomprised tests of models In two-
dlmensional flow at low speeds In the.Langley 5-inch cas-
cade.tunnel and at high speeds in the Langley l-inch
turbine-element testing apparatus; referred to as the

“ f~l-inch jet.” The tests in the La~ley 5-inch cascade
tunnel consisted of a study of the statio pressures on
the bucket surfaces, the tumlng angles, and thb separated
regions, The tests in the l-inch jet consisted of flow
and static-pressuremeasurenmnts ahead of the buckets and
schlleren photographs of the flow.”

APPA~TTJS ATD mSTTNG METHODS
. .

The low-speed tests were made in the Langley ~-inch
cascade tunnel, described in ref’erenca1 and schematically
diagramed in figure 1. In the original turbosuper-
charger, the sections tested are located at the following
diameters: root section, 11.03 inches; pitch see-.
tlon, 12.28 Inches (p~tch diam.); tip section, 13.53 inches.
The radial width bf the passage is..l.5OOinches. The
models of the bucket sections had the following chords .
(meas*ed perpendicular to the stagger line):

Type Root chord” Pitch chord Tip chord
[in.) (in.) (in.)

Original g.ol 6-4-2 4.31

NACA 9.00 6.64 4.83
. .

In each case, the spacing of the.bucket section was
5 inches measured parallel to the stagger line, and all
models had a spareof 5 inches. The cascade consisted of
five blades set relative to.the stagger line as shown in
figure 1. A study was made of the pressure dlstrl.bution
and the air flow about the centralblade, which was
equipped with static-pressure oriflc6s. The flow was
examined with a tuft to locate “regionsof separated flow.
When separatad regions were fbund, the extent of separa-
tion was determined b~ explorations with an impact tube.
The direction of the flow before entering was assumed
parallel to the tunnel axis and after leaving was deter-
mined with a yaw head. The airspeed in these tests,
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whtoh was measured by statlo-preesure orifices 1 ohord .
ahead of tQe models,.was about.llQ feet-per sec~md~ ..

. .. ..
The high-speed tests.veremade’~n the Langley l-inoh

turbine-element testing appamratua,.which is schematically .
dlagrammmd in figure 2. The models of the bucket sections
had the followlng ohords (measured perpendicular to the
Stagger .llne”):’. . .. ..”.

.,

. Type
Root ohord Pitch chord “Ti ohord

., (In.) (in. ) T)in.

Original “ 2.3L .. . 1975 , .1.10
●

NACA 2 ● 4.3 1.73 . . 1.27

The spacing of all of the sections (measured “
parallel to the stogger line) was 1.30 inches, except .
that the NACA root section and the original .pitoh”sec-.
tion were built to a 1.35-inch s~aoing. All models
had a span of 1 inch. Orifices In the guide blocks -..-
1 chord ahead.of the four-blade cascade were used to
measure the static pressure and hence the Mach number at
the entrance to tha buckets. “

Two-dimensional tests et best cannot co”~letely
reproduce operating conditions that exist in Wrbosuper-
chargers. The tests in the l-inch jet were conducted at
Maoh numbers.from zero through the choking Mach number,.

““ the range over whioh the turbine operates. The Reynolds
numbers for the tests in the l-inch jet and the Langley
5-~.nchcascade tunnel werd considerably biger than the
turbine Reynolds number. Three-dQnensional flows and .
rotational effec-tswere not reproduced, FOIIthese reasons, .
dotathg-maohine tests are tie only mean8 of quantitatively
evaluating bucket designs.

..
‘-Conditionsrelative to the-rotating buckets were

simulated In the tests. The relatlon between the angle
a% which alr enters the cascade and the c-orresponding
velod.ty ratio in.the turbine is . “ .“

~=
Cos (K + p) “

00s p
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where’ “
.. .. .

...“. ...

~ ratzo of velocity of turbine to theoretical velooity
of gas leavtng noazles “ . .

K angle between t~”ential” directton and dlrectlon
at which gas.leaves turbine nozzles, relative
to noz~~s; for original turbosupercharger,

. ... . ,.
‘K = 20$

.... . .

“P~ stagger angle, “that.!s,angle be~ween incoming
air and a perpendicular to cascade, ,relatlve
to cascade (fig. 1) . ,.“ . .

It was reported to NACA that-the design pitch velocity
ratio ~P was”O.450”,which corresponds to a “stagger
angle ~ of fi”. By the geometry of the turbine, if a
uniform veloclty and angle at the nozzle exit are assumed,

. the design root veloclty ratio & is then O.1~04,which
corresponds.to a sta ger angle

!i
p of 56.5°, and the des~gn

tip velocity ratio t 1s o.~96, which correspmds to a
stagger angle p Of 52°. The low-speed tests,were there-
fore run at stagger angles that would simulate the velocity
ratios over a range centered about the design conditions.

The buckets developed by tileNACA were designed to
have the same seotion areas as the orlglnal.sections, on
the-assumption that the rotation stresses in the NACA
bucket would be no higher than the stresses in the original
bucket. The NACA sections were designed to turn the flow
the same amount as corresponding ori&inal secttons. For
all flow velocities, an attgmpt.is made In the original
designs to maintain the flow leaving the buokets paqallel
to the trailing-edge direction by means of guidance, that
is, by having the passage walls Parhllel to each other
at the trall~ng edge.

In the experiments in the l-inch jet, an attempt.was
made to evaluate the relative merits of the original and
NACA sections by meqsurlng the Mach number ahead of the
blades at which choking occurred in the blade passages.
The choking”Mach number is defined as the highest Xach
number attainable ahead of “theblades. It is evident
that,other tlxlngsbeing equal, a h~gher choking Xach
number for tha same turning angle indicates a more effi-
olent passage.

#
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. Sohlleren.photographsWere taken-of hi~h-speed flow
about eaoh bucket seotlon set at the desl~ WeloBlty’-.
ratio for.a series of pressure ratios. These photographs
indiaate separated regions quite olearl.yand show good
correlation with the”results of ths tuft and impact-tube
explorations in the Lapgley 5-inoh oasoade tunnel,
partloularly In the ease of the orlglnal tip seotlon. -
Looal high-velooity regions, as measured In the low-speed ‘
oasoade tests, lower the ohoklng Maoh n@er. This ef’feet
1s demonstrated by comparison of.the,data presented on
veloolty dlstrlbutlon and ohoklng Maoh number.

Root Seottons

me NACA root seotion is slmllar to the orlglnal
root section shown in figure 3 except that the convex
surfaoe has an arc of larger radtus preceding the straight
trailing edge (fig. 4). A oompafison of the velocity
dlstrlbutlons of the orlglnal root section (fig. ~) and
the NACA root seotton (fig. 6) indicates that both sec~ -
tions are aatlsfaotorym The NACA blade has a more uniform
flow pattern; figure 6 shows no peaks and the high-veloctty
region is maintained well baok along the oonvex surfaoe.
Both root sections exhlbitdthickened boundary layers on
their convex surfaces, but the flow did not separate over
either seotion. The turning angle of the NACA section
varies only slightly from that of the original seotion.

In tbe l-inch jet, the uximqm Maoh number of the
flow entering the oasoade was equal to 0.67 for both cas-
oades. The two seotions thus operate much the same at
high speeds. The schlleren photographs
root seotlon (fig. 7) and the NACA root
indioate that.the ~low over both models
beooms supersonic over a large part of

Pitch Seotions

of the orlglnal
section (fig: 8)
simultaneously
the chord.

Guidame Is incorpomted in the orlgtnal pltoh*

\
section “fig. ~) but not -in,the NACA ~t.ch section
(fig. 10 In the design of the NACA seotion, an attempt
was made ;O prevent separation and to allow operation at
high Mach numbers by using iporeased radti in the convex
surf80es.

..
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The velool
7

distribution over the origtnal pitch
section (fig. 11 shows relatively hlglhvelocities over
the leading half of the chord, which suggests that sonic
velocities would be reached in the flow over this bucket
before the entrance Mach number bdcwnes high. Figure 11
also Indicates a raptd press~e recovery between 50 and
60 percent chord. The velocity distribution over the
NACA pitch section (f’lg..12) shows lower 100al velocities
with a less s“teeppressure reoovery. Both buckets turn
the air sfmllarly and exhibit th?.ckenedboundary layers
with little separation.

Schlieren photographsfor the tests In the l-inch
jet give evidence that the separation and turbulence in
the flow through the original pitch seotton (fig. 13) has
been reduced In the NACA design (“fig.14). For the
orlglnal blade, ohoktng occurred at an entrance Mach -s
nunber of 0.59. The NACA bucket did not choke until an
entrance Mach number of 0.72 was reached, The NACA
pitch bucket section is considered to be a definite
improvement.

Tlp Sections

As my be seen from figure 15, the ori2inal tip
section does not represent modern aerodynamic design.
The flow over this section was found by “impact-tubesurvey
to be badly separated, The velocity distribution was
typical of separated.flow. Because of the limited area
allowed for the tip section to comply with the stress
requirements, the NACA tip section (fig. 16) could not
be designed to eliminate.completel the flow separation

7found In ~he original tip section fig. 17). Hollow
buckets might, however, make such design possible. The
compromise section”selected (fig. 16) does prevent separa-
tion over the leading 60 percent of the convex surface -
and does keep to a minimum separation on the concave sur-
face. This section has no guidance. The velocity distri-
bution (fig. 18) IS fairly good, although a tendency to
peak at 60 percent chord 1s evident for velocity ratios
greater than 0.57. The flow turning angles apprqxlmate
those intended for the,original tip section.

The schlieren photographs of the original.tip sec-
tion (fig. lq) ‘show”separationoccurring in the sam
manner as was found in the low-speed tests (fig. 17).
The photographs of the NACA tip section (fig. 20) indicate
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-.. that the separation has been-greatly diminished over the
oonvex surface and has beoome Invisible over the conoave
surfaoe. The entranoe Mach number at which choking
ocourred was 0.48 in the original design but was.increased
to 0.63 in the NACA design, an important improve~nt.

CONCLUSIONS “

A casoade Investigation in two*dlmensional flow ofthe
original buckets ati of buokets designed by the NACA for
a modern aircraft turbosuperchargerhas been carried out
at IMAL. The bucket seotions were tested at low speeds
In the Lsmgley 5-inch cascade tunnel and at high speeds
in the Langley l-inch turbine-element testing apparatus.
The results of this investigation indioated the following
conclusions:

were

over

1. Both the original and NACA root bucket sections

satisfaotorym

2. The NACA pitch seotion was a definite improvement
the original pitch section.

3. The NACA tip section was satisfactory, whereas
the original tip section had badly separated flow.

4. Rotating-machine tests are needed to make the
Improvements measurable directly in terms of lowered
baok pressures on the engine or increased turbosuper-
oharger performance.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

.Langley Field, Va.
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Fig. 7

Figure 7.- Schlieren photographs of flow through
original root section. gr = 0.404; ~ = 56.5°.
Upper numbers indicate chamber pressures in
atmospheres; lower numbers, entrance Mach num-
bers . Choking occurredat an entrance Mach
number of 0.67.
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Figure 8.- Schlieren photographs of flow through
NACA root section. Er = 0.404; P = 56.5°.
Upper numbers indicate chamber pressures in
atmospheres ; lower numbers, entrance Mach
numbers . Choking.occurred, at an entrance Mach
number of 0.67.
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Fig. 11 NACA ACR No, L4J2S
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NACA ACR No. L4J25 Fig. 13

Figure 13.- Schlieren photographs of flow through
original pitch section. ~p = ‘0.450;# = s4°.
Upper numbers indicate chamber pressures in
atmospheres; lower numbers, entrance Mach
numbers. Choking,occurredat an entrance Mach
number of 0.58.
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Figure 14.- Schlieren photographs of flow through
NACA pitch section. <p = 0.450: P = 54°.
Upper numbers indicate chamber pressures in
atmospheres; lower numbers, entrance Mach num-
bers . Choking oc!curredat an entrance Mach
number of 0.72.
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Figure15.-Orl@nalbuckettipsection.
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Fig. 17 NACA ACR No. L4J25
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Figure l~--- Schlieren photographs of fiow through
original tip section. et = 0.496: @ = 52°.
Upper numbers indicate chamber pressures in
atmospheres : lower numbers, entrance Mach num-
bers . Choking occurred at an entrance Mach
number of 0.48.



Figure 20. - Schlieren photographs of flow through
NACA tip section. et = ().496; ~ = 52°. Upper
numbers indicate chamber pressures in atmo-
spheres; lower numbers, entrance Mach numbers.
Chokingoccurredat an entrance number of 0.63.
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